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College remakes
itself as admins
surge nationwide
ALEX PIJANOWSKI | NEWS EDITOR

The more the merrier?
In the past six months, Kenyon has restructured its administration through a series of organizational shifts and new
MOST COLLEGES
hires, changes President
SEE LARGER
Sean Decatur say ref lect
ADMINISTRATIONS
the goals of the 2020
plan, the strategic vision
An independent
introduced in the first
study of college
year of his presidency.
administrations in“I see this as not a net
dicates that Amerigrowth of administracan colleges and
tion, but rather making
universities have
sure that we are getting
collectively added
the right people focused
over 517,000 adon collaboration across
ministrative posithe campus,” Decatur
tions between 1987
said.
and 2011.
Decatur is not concerned that the changes
will cause the College to become overly bureaucratic, characterizing them as a “rearrangement
of positions, and consolidation of some offices.”
He noted that only one of the positions created by
the reshuff ling — vice president of student affairs
— was entirely new.
Jacob Griffith-Rosenberger ’16 is wary of the
changes.
“These new administrators are, gen- page 4

Holy days
CORA MARKOWITZ | PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

On Tuesday night, students and community members gathered at the Rothenberg Hillel House for the Kol
Nidre service, which takes place on the eve of Yom Kippur, a major Jewish holiday. The service focuses on the
sins each individual has committed in the past year and
on atonement for those sins. Every seat at the house was
taken. Though classes continued as normal the following day, many Jewish students on campus chose to fast.
“I had a really big presentation for my senior seminar,
which was hard to do on an empty stomach,” Anne Malkoff ’16 said. “I was a little jealous of my friends at Ober-

lin [College] who didn’t have class today.”
The fast was broken when the sun set Wednesday evening, at which time Hillel hosted a break-fast meal of bagels
and lox.
“I really enjoyed the dinner and service, and it’s nice to
have found the traditions I’ve grown up with here at Kenyon,” Sam Leder ’17 said.
Members of the Kenyon community will also join together to celebrate Eid al-Adha, a major Muslim holiday,
with a dinner tonight from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in Gund Commons.

Chaplain, prof Don Rogan dies at 85 Phi Kaps seek
Professor emeritus revolutionized the approach
independence
of Kenyon’s religious studies department.
EMILY BIRNBAUM
STAFF WRITER

Rev. Donald Lynn Rogan
used to tell a joke: “Four rabbis are sitting in a synagogue.
The first rabbi gets up and
says, ‘Oh God, I am nothing.’ The next guy gets up and
says, ‘Oh God, I am nothing.’
They were professing how
small they were compared
to the greatness of God. Finally, the lowliest rabbi with
the least esteem gets up and
says, ‘Oh God, I am nothing,’
and they all turn to him and
say, ‘Oh, look who thinks he’s
nothing!’”
Rogan, College chaplain
for 12 years and professor of
religious studies for 27, died

INSIDE THIS
ISSUE

COURTESY OF LYNN ROGAN

Professor Emeritus Don Rogan with his wife, Sally.
on Friday at the Ohio Eastern
Star Home in Mount Vernon.
He was 85.

P.2

Though Professor of Religious Studies Miriam DeanOtting described Rogan as a

Kenyon rates dismally
on economic diversity

“sage” and Royal Rhodes, the
Donald L. Rogan professor of
religious studies, called him a
“lifesaver,” Rogan was never
comfortable with these kinds
of proclamations.
“He would never agree to
be portrayed … as a self-sacrificing person, even though
that’s who he was,” Rogan’s
daughter, Lynn, said. “It
wasn’t a mantle that he wore.”
In 1965, Rogan became
Kenyon’s chaplain and an assistant professor in what was
then called the Department
of Religion. After resigning
as chaplain in 1972, he continued as a faculty member
for another 27 years.
Despite Rogan’s retirement in 2001, he remained
anchored to the Kenyon
community through seminars, dinners and page 3

Exploring Peirce’s
P.8-9 stained glass

P.12

LAUREN ELLER | NEWS ASSISTANT

The Theta chapter of Phi Kappa Sigma, a national fraternity founded in 1850 at the University of
Pennsylvania and established at Kenyon in 1937, is
planning to disaffiliate from their national organization.
The brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma (Phi Kaps)
have decided to disaffiliate due to a disconnect of
values between the national organization and their
chapter. The group’s disaffiliation is contingent on
success amending the constitution of Greek Council to pave the way for other organizations that
might wish to follow a similar path.
The Phi Kaps will not be the first Greek organization at Kenyon to disaffiliate. The Peeps
O’Kenyon (PEEPS) disaffiliated with their national organization in 1970, and Kenyon’s Delta Kappa
Epsilon chapter brief ly disaffiliated with their national organization in 1989. This was due to a racial incident caused by visiting members page 3

Student-athletes
deserve our support
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Football secures
first win of season
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NEWS
EDITORS: MAYA KAUFMAN
AND ALEX PIJANOWSKI

Holly Donahue-Singh, former visiting professor of anthropology, on Don Rogan
“[Majoring in religion, now called religious studies]
led me to ask profound questions about the moral,
spiritual, physical, and social conditions in which human beings live their lives. ... I knew something intuitively about the need for social justice from my
own life experiences growing up poor in western

Pennsylvania, and Don helped me begin to come to
terms with what that would mean for my life purpose — something that I continue to grapple with, as
it must be. The department that Don built became
the rock that helped me survive and, ultimately,
thrive at Kenyon.”

Kenyon falls short in Times’ economic diversity ranking
BILL GARDNER
STAFF WRITER

In The New York Times’ 2015 College Access
Index, published last Wednesday, of the “Top
Colleges Doing the Most for Low-Income Students,” Kenyon ranked 120th out of the 179 institutions listed.
Each institution’s ranking was based on the
percentage of students receiving Pell grants, the
number of those students who go on to pursue
graduate degrees and the attendance price that
these colleges charge low- and middle-income
students. The College Access Index, which includes institutions with a five-year graduation
rate of 75 percent or more, combines a college’s
total percentage of Pell graduates with its net
price to produce a final score. The average score
is 1.00, and anything above indicates greater
effort toward economic diversity. Kenyon received an access score of 0.84.
This is not the first time Kenyon has ranked
close to the bottom on the Times’ list. Last year,
the College recorded the second-lowest percentage of students awarded Pell grants, need-based
grants provided by the U.S. Department of Education to students coming from families mak-

ing less than $50,000 a year. For the 2015-16 academic year, the percentage of Kenyon students
on Pell grants moved to nine percent, a slight
increase from last year’s eight percent. It wasn’t
enough to boost Kenyon from its spot near the
bottom of the list.
“Looking at the net cost, Kenyon, comparatively, does well,” President Sean Decatur said.
“For the students that we do make a commitment to admit from families with a great deal of
financial need, we do what we can. On the other
hand … we’ve got some room to improve the
percentage of those students we have on campus.”
Decatur thinks the Times’ leaves out an important factor. “I’d love to figure out a way to
also look at its broader definition of socioeconomic diversity,” Decatur said.
Dean of Admissions Diane Anci did not respond to repeated requests for comment.
Anderson Scull ’19 said he hasn’t seen much
economic diversity among students during his
first month here. “Financial aid can’t cover everything,” Scull, who receives financial aid, said.
John Eyre, an admissions counselor at Kenyon, said the College is looking into many programs to promote economic diversity. “We’re

Village Record
Sept. 16 – Sept. 22

Sept. 16, 2:45 p.m. — Student reported a male making hissing/kissing
noises as they walked past the individual in Peirce Hall.
Sept. 17, 10:13 p.m. — Vehicle backing out of parking space collided
with a stationary vehicle in library parking lot. Damage occurred. No
injuries. Knox County Sheriff ’s Office (KCSO) arrived for accident report.
Sept. 18, 1:22 p.m. — Vehicle sideswiped another parked vehicle in
Peirce Hall parking lot. No injuries. Damage occurred.
Sept. 18, 8:36 p.m. — Alarm sounded in Chalmers Library. No fire. No
smoke. Maintenance notified.
Sept. 18, 10:08 p.m. — Students found to have unauthorized gathering
in Leonard Residence Hall. Residents were not present. Gathering shut
down.
Sept. 19, 12:24 a.m. — Intoxicated, ill student in Gund Residence Hall.
Safety responded and assisted to residence.
Sept. 19, 12:30 a.m. — Student reported phallic symbol drawn on whiteboard in Caples Residence Hall.
Sept. 19, 10:35 p.m. — Student cited for open container by KCSO.
Sept. 19, 10:51 p.m. — Student(s) having unregistered party in Leonard.
Shut down.
Sept. 19, 10:51 p.m. — Underaged student(s) having unregistered gathering in Leonard. Gathering shut down. Alcohol present and disposed
of.
Sept. 20, 12:57 a.m. — Student(s) having unregistered party in Harlow
Walker House (Pink House). Shut down.
Sept. 20, 6:57 a.m. — Custodian reported sparking outlet in Peirce.
Maintenance notified and responded.
Sept. 20, 8:53 a.m. — Fire alarm sounded due to burnt food in Wiggin
Street Coffee. No smoke. No fire. Alarm reset.
Sept. 20, 11:00 a.m. — Student reported bulletin board vandalized in
Hanna Residence Hall. Paper ripped off. Additional quote and drawing
added.
Sept. 20, 7:11 p.m. — Unknown person(s) spraypainted foyer in Old Kenyon Residence Hall.
Sept. 20, 8:15 p.m. — Fire alarm sounded in Horvitz Hall. Smell of
smoke present. Small, portable fan thought responsible. Fan removed
from area. Alarm reset. Maintenance advised they would monitor alarm.
Sept. 21, 10:37 p.m. — Student(s) found to have hookah in Hanna. Confiscated. Tested negative for illegal substance.
Sept. 22, 3:54 p.m. — Student crashed on skateboard. Received scrapes
on elbows and knuckles. Student complaint of hip pain. Transported to
health center.

College Ranking

% of Pell
Net Price* College Access
Recipients
Index

Endowment
Per Student

Denison
University

74

15

$18K

.98

$305K

Kenyon
College

120

9

$16K

.84

$107K

Oberlin
College

124

8

$18K

.77

$261K

*Net tuition price for low- and middle-income students
The College of Wooster and Ohio Wesleyan University, the two remaining members of the Ohio Five Colleges, were not included on the
Times’ Index.
instituting a lot of initiatives in our office that
are working to continue to benefit low-income
students, so we have a variety of programs.”
Eyre said he had not seen the Times ranking.
Jennifer Delahunty, associate dean of admissions for the West Coast, also defended
Kenyon’s devotion to low-income students, although she said she also had not seen the rank-

ing. “Kenyon is extremely committed to economic diversity,” she said. “The College is very
intentional in recruiting students from the lowest socioeconomic levels … and working with
community-based programs by providing travel grants for low-income students through our
financial aid program, where we meet 100-percent need.”

A sobering policy, for some
GRACE RICHARDS | STAFF WRITER

Drop that beer.
A new policy under the Student Activities Office (SAO) requires all campus organizations to host
at least one alcohol-free, open-campus event, provide a service to the entire campus or a create a
“product of value” each semester.
Prior to this academic year, all campus student organizations were required to send representatives to various leadership training events throughout the semester, including party training, Career
Development Office workshops and training to become a certified Kenyon driver. Sam Filkins, assistant director of student activities for leadership, said these events “were not meeting the needs of
the students and not meeting the needs of the organizations.”
“I think that people didn’t place value in the previous requirement, and it was more of a hassle to
try to find somebody to go,” Filkins said.
With the new policy, campus organizations must submit a campus contribution form each semester demonstrating they have met these requirements. The Student Life Committee and the SAO
will review the forms.
The publications produced by literary magazines; all-campus, alcohol-free events hosted by
Greek organizations and small group meetings facilitated by peer counseling organizations will all
qualify in fulfilling this requirement.
For some campus groups, the new policy will not alter their typical programming. “As a Greek
organization, a lot of our events already qualify as … contributions under the new campus policy,”
Alpha Sigma Tau president Sruthi Rao ’16 said.
Some campus organizations, such as club sports with off-campus tournaments, will have to find
new ways to fulfill this requirement to maintain active club status. Filkins said off-campus events are
valuable for participants, but if organizations “could do something on-campus, to showcase what
they do, then it benefits everybody.”
Organization presidents must still attend four leadership events per year, one at the beginning
and end of each semester. However, Filkins recognized that “sometimes the president gets pegged to
go to a lot of mandatory meetings,” and the new policy limits the number of required events in an
effort to lighten this burden.
The policy change has already had an impact. Last spring, the SAO hosted three of 14 Weaver
Wednesdays — themed event nights at Weaver Cottage — but this fall, each Weaver Wednesday will
be hosted by student organizations completing their contribution for the semester.

CORRECTIONS

In “Accessibility, Title IX pose issue for softball field” (Sept. 17), a quotation by “Smith”
was not properly attributed. The quotation should have been attributed to Director of Athletics Peter Smith.
In “A new downtown” (Sept. 17), staff writer Regan Hewitt was not credited for contributing reporting.
In “Helen Forman, poet and wit, dies” (Sept. 17), Professor of English Adele Davidson’s
graduation year was incorrect. She is a 1975 alumna, not 1973.
The Collegian regrets these errors.
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Phi Kaps plan to disaffiliate from national organization
Continued from Page 1

of the fraternity from another university, as reported in the Collegian, before they once again became affiliated
with their national organization in
1989. This was due to a racial incident
caused by visiting members of the
fraternity from another university, as
reported in the Collegian, before they
once again became affiliated with
their national organization.
If they are to disaffiliate, the Phi
Kaps hope to lessen financial burdens
for current members and potential
new ones. At $375, required dues for
each semester are higher than what
many of the members would like.
“We have a few members [for
whom] paying dues is either impossible or very taxing,” Sean Smith ’16,
Phi Kap president, said. “And one of
the main reasons our dues are as high
as they are [is] fees to national.”
Smith said the dues are lower than
in the past. Out of that amount, according to Smith, around $300 goes
to the national organization. Additionally, for new members, there is an
initiation fee of about $400. The Phi
Kaps’ goal for dues is closer to $150.
“Having a fraternity with more affordable dues would not be the worst
thing to happen to this campus,”
Smith said.
Dues for a few other fraternities
are also in a similar range, such as
Alpha Delta Phi ($400 per semester),

Beta Theta Pi ($400 per semester), and
Delta Tau Delta ($375 per semester),
according to the Kenyon website.
There is another disconnect between the Phi Kaps and their national
organization concerning how the
chapter operates, which is another
impetus for their desire to disaffiliate.
“This fraternity runs brotherhood
like a business,” Alex Harrover ’17,
vice president of Phi Kaps, said. “We
would rather answer to Kenyon College, a place that kind of understands
our unique campus culture as opposed to a national [organization]. …
We’re at this impasse right now where
they want us to grow. And we want to
maintain this healthy size.”
The Phi Kaps are currently attempting to amend the Greek Council constitution concerning organizations that are transitioning between
national and local, or vice versa.
As it stands, according to Smith, if
the Phi Kaps were to disaffiliate, their
members on Greek Council would
lose their spots for a year-long probation period and would be required to
reapply. In addition, they would be required to undergo five years of theme
housing (as opposed to the division
housing typical of fraternities and sororities on campus), and in doing so
would lose the section of Hanna Residence Hall occupied by the fraternity
since its establishment at Kenyon.
Director of Student Activities and
Greek Life Laura Kane did not re-

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

The brothers of Phi Kappa Sigma hope to lessen the financial burden of being a member by disaffiliating.
spond to repeated requests for comment.
The Phi Kaps’ decision to disaffiliate will most likely depend on their
ability to amend the Greek Council
constitution, according to Smith, and
that this amendment “establishes protocols for national local jumps [and]
local national jumps.” He added that
the Phi Kaps “wouldn’t disaffiliate before we did this.”
“We don’t want to convey the
sense that we’re doing this amend-

Gender neutral signs removed
ERICH KALETKA
STAFF WRITER

About a week after the start of the fall semester, several restrooms in Mather and McBride residence halls went from being gendered, to gender neutral. In most areas of
these buildings this change met little resistance. The second floor of McBride long side
was another story.
Male students there were reportedly angered by a restroom being switched to genderneutral. McBride resident Ali Colmenares ’19
said the bathroom was initially marked as a
men’s room, but was changed a week into the
school year to be gender-neutral.
Jill Engel-Hellman, director of Housing and Residential Life (ResLife), said that
this summer ResLife asked incoming firstyear students on housing preferences forms
whether they would prefer to live near a gender-neutral restroom. More than 100 students
said they would, prompting the implementation of gender-neutral restrooms in Mather
and McBride Residence Halls after the beginning of the school year.
After this change occurred members of the
hall removed the gender-neutral sign that had
been installed by maintenance according to
Colmenares.
Colmenares and a friend made various
signs — such as a colorful ornamented one, a
crude duct tape sign (which read “Gender F—
ing Neutral”) and a sign describing why nonbinary students might need a gender-neutral
restroom — all of which were removed by others in the hall within hours. In response, the
hall’s Community Advisor, Brian Pragacz ’17,
sent an email to McBride residents describing
the necessity for a gender-neutral bathroom.

“I would be extremely happy to discuss why
it’s there or what it means, but I want to remind
you all that removing that sign is a hate crime
and is discrimination,” Pragacz wrote in the
email. “Not everyone is male or female. Not everyone feels comfortable using the bathroom of
the gender assigned to them.”
A first-year student who admitted involvement with the sign’s removal and asked to remain anonymous said the act was not intended
as one of discrimination, but rather as one of
protest.
“About a week after move-in, the bathroom
that was originally a men’s bathroom, not a
gender-neutral, and was switched, we weren’t
told what it was or why,” the student said. The
student added that the hall hadn’t been talked
to about why the restroom was assigned as gender-neutral. The student said the situation could
have been avoided if ResLife had mentioned the
change before implementing it.
Director of Campus Safety Bob Hooper said
it is not clear yet if the incident was a hate crime.
“While we don’t know the intent and can’t classify it as a hate crime at this point, it is vandalism,
and a breach of College policy,” Hooper said.
Hooper added that, while there are no current
suspects or investigations, ResLife and Campus
Safety are more than willing to work together to
solve such issues. Engel-Hellman, however, believes there will probably be no need for such an
investigation as, she said, there is minimal proof
of intent.
The anonymous student expressed hope that
such incidents wouldn’t happen again. “I don’t
have a problem with [gender-neutral bathrooms],” he said. “I think everybody who is going through something, or is confused or identifies as whatever, I think it’s a good safe place for
people.”

ment selfishly,” Harrover said. “That
we’re trying to set a precedent here for
other organizations and that we want
to use all-inclusive language, … we
don’t want this to just apply to fraternities or just sororities. This goes for
Greek organizations.”
Though the decision on the Phi
Kaps’ part to pursue disaffiliation was
mostly unanimous, Brooks Alderman ’17 wishes to remain a part of the
national organization if the Kenyon
chapter disaffiliates.

Alderman said in a Facebook message that he enjoys being a part of the
national fraternity and will try to remain a part of it, though would ideally like to retain his national affiliation and also remain a member of the
local organization. He declined to be
interviewed for this article.
As for the logistics of one member
remaining a part of the national organization, Smith said the Phi Kaps are
“still ironing out what that would look
like.”

Rogan brought ‘global
scope’ to department
Continued from Page 1

a poetry group he hosted in his home.
“So many of the things that we now consider a given at Kenyon — its focus on
the interdisciplinary, its global curriculums, the number of people who now go
abroad — Don played a crucial role in all of that,” Professor of Religious Studies
Vernon Schubel said.
Rogan was raised in West Virginia and often wrote pieces about this rural upbringing. He earned his bachelor of arts, magna cum laude, at Morris Harvey College and then earned a bachelor of sacred theology at the General Theological Seminary in New York City. Several years after he was ordained as an Episcopal priest,
Rogan came to Kenyon as chaplain and professor.
Before he began teaching at Kenyon, the Department of Religion was biased in
favor of Christian theology, according to Dean-Otting. Rogan, though faithfully
Episcopalian, focused on creating a religious studies department that treated all religion as valid, important and instrumental to total human empathy.
“He always insisted that the religion department have a global scope,” Rhodes
said. “That influenced the way that other departments then began to have that global perspective.”
Rogan is also remembered as a teacher who fostered deep connections with his
students. Joseph Wun ’14 said Rogan’s seminar on the Book of Job changed his life.
“It was a course, to me, that felt like how school ought to be,” Wun said. “It was
never about being right, or clever, or profound. It was about sharing with each other
our readings and our questions with authenticity and honesty.”
Rogan’s students often talked to him about what was troubling them, even after
he resigned as chaplain. During the political and social turbulence in the U.S. in
1960s and 1970s, Rogan unofficially took on the role of therapist for many students.
Muhammed Hansrod ’17, Rogan’s final student, studied exile and pilgrimage
with him this past summer.
“His intellectual sharpness in the days and weeks before his death will continue
to inspire me for many years to come,” Hansrod said. “To me, Don Rogan represents the apex of the human-centred education that Kenyon aspires toward.”
Rogan is survived by his wife of 61 years, Sarah “Sally” Larew Rogan; daughter,
Lynn Rogan; sons Edward Rogan, John Rogan ’83 and Peter Rogan; 10 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; and his sister, Jane Rogan Hoy. His funeral will take
place on Saturday, Sept. 26 at 11 a.m. in the Church of the Holy Spirit. Rogan will be
buried in the College cemetery.
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College restructures offices to achieve aims of 2020 plan
Continued from Page 1

erally, professional administrators,
which seems questionable in a college setting,” he said. “A college supposedly focuses on a college and the
students, instead of being a kind of
organization.”
In January 2015, the College hired
Meredith Harper Bonham ’92 as vice
president for student affairs. In March,
the College hired Andrea Goldblum
as Civil Rights Coordinator and Title
IX Coordinator, and the interim holder of the post, Linda Smolak, became
Deputy Title IX Coordinator.
In July, Marc Bragin, the College’s
Jewish chaplain and director of Hillel,
became the inaugural director of spiritual and religious life. In the same
month, Jennifer C. Odenweller of the
United Way of Ohio was announced
as the first director of the Office of
Community Engagement, a position
she will assume on Oct. 1. In August,
Public Affairs announced it had been
renamed the Office of Communications, and Mark Ellis, formerly director of Public Affairs, now holds an
associate vice president title, as other
administrators now do.
The changes come amid an increase
in the number of administrators in
higher education. A 2014 report prepared by the New England Center
for Investigative Reporting (NECIR)
observed that American universities
and colleges added more than 517,000
net administrative positions between
1987 and 2011; Kenyon’s individual
data included in the report show that
the school was not immune to this
trend.
In those 24 years, the number of
the College’s full-time administrators
increased by 69.4 percent, while the
number of full-time professional staff
increased by 121.4 percent. (In general, administrators oversee departments, and professional staff fulfill
other duties, such as clerical and office work.) These rates contrast with
a more modest student population increase of 19.3 percent.

Kenyon
College

Oberlin
College

Denison
College

Ohio
Wesleyan
University

Full-time
administrators
(1987)

36

42

53

52

Full-time
administrators
(2011)

61

212

94

21

112

Full-time
administrators
percent change
(1987-2011)

69.40%

404.80%

72.40%

-59.60%

180.00%

Erika Farfan, director of institutional research, wrote in an email to
the Collegian that the Department of
Human Resources does not compile
its human resources data until Nov. 1,
so most recent figures aren’t available.
The reorganization of certain offices advances the 2020 plan by bolstering the first and third of the plan’s
central elements: positively impacting
the “arc” of the student and the postgraduation experience, and expanding the College’s community outreach
efforts. Decatur said he expects the
latest round of changes to improve
communication between departments
and thus facilitate those elements of
the 2020 plan.
“I think there is a bit of a gulf between the student affairs and academic affairs,“ Decatur said. He added
that people or groups working on certain projects often do them separately, when more direct communication
between them would be more productive. To some observers, however, the
conclusion that these offices will enhance the 2020 plan’s effectiveness is
not a certain one.
“It may make more sense to in-

Wooster
College

40

HENRI GENDREAU | COLLEGIAN

President Decatur says he thinks “there is a bit of a gulf ” between student and academic affairs.
vest that money directly in carrying
out the 2020 plan, instead of hiring
a bunch of new people who may help
carry it out,” Jacob Griffith-Rosenberger ’16 said. “I don’t see how our
traditional system of administration

could not carry it out.”
It is the College’s policy not to release information regarding employee
salaries, leaving the cost incurred by
creating or rearranging positions uncertain.

Abandon all hope, ye who desire to enter Peirce Lounge
The newly enacted reinforcement of an old policy
bans regular student meetings in Peirce Lounge.
ALEX PIJANOWSKI
NEWS EDITOR

Student groups that favored the distinguished setting of Peirce Lounge as a
meeting place must now look
elsewhere, as the College has
reverted to a previous policy
restricting the Lounge’s availability to student groups.
The lounge is now available
only for special events such as
guest lectures and campuswide discussions in the wake
of the rollout of the new Kenyon Reservation System, according to a Sept. 8 StudentInfo email from Carol Duvall,

executive assistant to the chief
business officer.
Manager of Business Services Fred Linger, also the
manager of Peirce Hall, said
the College has long conferred
a special designation on Peirce
Lounge, but that the policy
has not been enforced until
this year due to administrative oversight. When Linger’s
office was moved to Peirce,
he said it came to his attention that the furniture in the
lounge was often rearranged
by students and food was frequently left behind.
Sam Whipple ’16, president of the Kenyon Demo-

crats, said his group regularly
had its meetings in the lounge
without incident for the last
three years.
“What’s confusing to me
is that it can be both an open
study space where anyone can
go in and spend their time
studying, but not also a place
where clubs would be able to
congregate,” Whipple said.
The central location and
casual atmosphere of the
lounge make it an ideal meeting place, Whipple said. He is
concerned that restrictions on
the lounge may lead to it going unused for large periods
of time.

“

What’s confusing to me is that it can be both an
open study space where anyone can go in and spend
their time studying, but not also a place where clubs
would be able to congregate.”
Sam Whipple ’16

“The space itself isn’t being
used for many of the events
they have said it is primarily intended for,” Whipple
said. “The combination of it
currently not being used for
many special events, and still
excluding club meeting time,
means that it does end up simply sitting empty for most of
the day.”
Linger said he would like to
see less conf lict between stu-

dent usage of the lounge and
those special events for which
it is well-suited.
“We don’t really have another room like Peirce Lounge
in Peirce Hall,” Linger said.
He added that, while the
lounge will no longer be available for regularly scheduled
group meetings, students and
student groups will continue
to be allowed to host non-recurring events there.
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ASK A
PROFESSOR

FEATURES

“Penmanship, in
Catholic school.”
—Associate Professor of
Philosophy Juan
DePascuale

&

What was your favorite
subject in elementary
school?

EDITORS: CLAIRE OXFORD
and NATHANIEL SHAHAN

“Probably social
studies.”
—Professor of Political
Science Pamela
Camerra-Rowe

Local couple sells hipster-worthy history on Middle Path
Gambier residents and owners of both a brick-and-mortar and online store sell vintage clothes and trinkets in the Village.
PAIGE BEYER
STAFF WRITER

In terms of fashion trends,
Gambier cannot be compared
to the streets of New York or Los
Angeles. But Barn Owl owners,
Chris Harman and Sarah Pillow
of Gambier, are helping give Kenyon students their fashion fix.
Four years ago, Pillow and
Harman founded The Barn Owl,
which collects and sells antiques,
clothing and novelties. The Barn
Owl sells antiques on Middle
Path in the fall and spring, as
well as on eBay, and in a booth
in Berlin, Ohio, an hour’s drive
from Gambier. Pillow said their
collecting began as a creative
hobby as well as an attempt to
make a little cash.
Pillow and Harman travel
throughout Ohio looking for
things to sell. They thrift, connect with friends who are throwing things out and attend antique auctions to collect most of
the clothes and goods they sell.
When they come across clothing or other especially eccentric
items they think fit Kenyon students’ taste, the couple put them
into the “Middle Path” pile. “We
get really excited in the summer when we’re out shopping
and we’re like, ‘This is perfect

for Middle Path,’” Pillow said.
“We have a whole ‘Middle Path’
area in our basement.” Clothing
is the most popular item among
Kenyon students and Pillow and
Harman offer a different shopping opportunity, supplying
Gambier with its own version of
a thrift store.
Harman sees The Barn Owl
filling a void in Gambier’s limited shopping opportunities, especially with students coming
from around the country where
“there’s a lot more shopping opportunity, whether it’s food or
clothing or entertainment,” Harman said, “so we’re filling a need
and entertaining ourselves.”
Part of the entertainment for
students shopping at The Barn
Owl is sifting through the items,
many of which carry their own
sense of history. “They bring a lot
of culture into the small bubble
that is Kenyon,” Hallie Schulwolf ’17 said. “I look forward to
going to see the new merchandise they have each week.” Pillow and Harman have collected
these historical pieces at estate
sales, including one in Mount
Vernon that netted the couple a
number of vintage dresses from
the 1950s.
The couple is also connected
to Gambier in other ways, in-
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Students peruse The Barn Owl’s wares, which include vintage clothing, records and trinkets, on Middle Path.
cluding as adamant listeners of
WKCO. Harman and Pillow
also run a donation program
that benefits local charities like
the Wiggin Street Garden, United Way and the Knox County
Humane Society. They set out a
jar for each organization at their
booth, open to donations from
students.

Harman pointed out that
most of the money collected is
from student donations that are
separate from purchases.
In a sense, The Barn Owl is
both a cultural and historical
venture and some pieces can be
up to 100 years old. The couple is
more often than not saving them
from auction trash bins. “It’s

reckless for people not to understand that you really can get
something that’s useful instead
of throwing it away,” Harman
said. “It has all the potential, if
well-maintained, to make the
next person happy.”
The Barn Owl sells on Middle
Path in front of the Village Inn
Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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During last week’s GOP debate,
what did Donald Trump claim
vaccines were causing?

An “autism
epidemic”

Autism

Autism

Autism

Down syndrome?

Which morning talk show
recently lost two national sponsors
when they offended nurses by
making fun of Miss Colorado?

The View

The View

Is it The View?

The View

The View

As of last Thursday, what was the
color of Kylie Jenner’s hair?

Mint green

I have no clue.

Blonde

Green

Blonde

Why did a Muslim high school
student get in trouble for bringing
a homemade clock to school?

School officials thought it
looked like a bomb.

They thought it was a
bomb.

They thought it was a
bomb.

They thought it was a
bomb.

TA teacher felt threatened
because they said it looked
like a bomb.

3

3

4

2

Weekly Scores
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A+E

EDITORS: BAILEY BLAKER
and ELANA SPIVACK

UPCOMING EVENTS
SEPT. 25 | 5 P.M.
Event
NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM &
PERSONA SCREENING

SEPT. 25 | 7 P.M.
Dance Event

SWING NIGHT

GUND COMMONS BALLROOM

SEPT. 30 | 4:10 P.M.
Concert

SEPT. 30 | 7 P.M.
Film Screening

HORN GALLERY

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
THEATER

RUSTY BARCELÓ

GUND GALLERY

PARIAH

Students address accessibility through artistic pursuits

For the Americans with Disabilities Act’s 25th anniversary, Kenyon celebrates art in the midst of disability.
BAILEY BLAKER AND ELANA SPIVACK
COLLEGIAN STAFF

For some students on campus, just
going to Peirce Hall for soft serve or going to class in Ascension Hall is wrought
with challenges. The conversation about
life for students with disabilities on campus has been brought to the forefront
this past week.
The Office of Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (ODEI) and Student Accessibility and Support Services (SASS) sponsored a celebration this week of the 25th
anniversary of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), a piece of legislation
that prohibits discrimination against
people with disabilities in the workplace,
across state and federal jurisdictions and
in public spaces.
Events included a screening Monday
of Temple Grandin, a film that tells the
story of the namesake autism activist
and a music and poetry night on Tuesday.
The concert featured performer Zayne
Harshaw of Blue Spectrum, a group comprised of musicians who are all on the
autism spectrum. Harshaw taught himself to play guitar at the age of 14 and
was drawn to the blues genre right away.
“Part of me thinks when there’s a sad
thing going on, [I should play] what fits
to it,” Harshaw said. “I kind of picture
the keys like I’m at some kind of fancy
place, where people are dressed up fancy

and stuff. That’s how I picture it and it’s
like a harmony.”
Erin Salva, director of SASS, said the
events Tuesday night were designed to
appeal to a wide variety of students.
“It’s entitled ‘The Art of Autism,’ but
it’s really just a celebration of the arts in
relation to disability broadly,” Salva said.
Student artist Justin Martin ’19 uses
the arts to speak about his cerebral palsy (CP), a congenital disorder affecting
movement, muscle tone and posture.
Since the second grade, Martin has been
engaged in artistic pursuits in one form
or another. He won the Columbus Arts
Festival Poetry Corner in 2007. He is
also a stand-up comedian, an actor and
a public speaker.
Martin recently gave a speech at Arizona Technology Access Program’s annual assistive technology conference
about living with his disability. “The
narrative about disabled people is usually prepared and packaged and told
by and for able-bodied people,” Martin
said. He is working hard to start a conversation on campus about this reality.
“Even me going to Peirce and getting soft
serve is a revolutionary act for a lot of
people,” he said.
Lin Miao ’17 also has CP and has been
outspoken about her experiences as a disabled person. Art has helped her think
about issues surrounding disabilities.
Through the use of her laptop, Miao
faces fewer challenges with using writing

as a form of expression than other mediums. She writes prose stories for her
own pleasure, but has experimented with
performance and spoken word poetry
before. “Spoken word got me thinking
about what it means to have a speech impediment, exploring the way the content
of the words themselves transcend these
barriers,” Miao said.
Art in itself is not always so accommodating to those with disabilities.
Miao spoke of how Transition Mission,
a post-high school graduation program
in Mount Vernon for people with disabilities, brought students to the Gund
Gallery. Miao recalled that while the students were engaged with the sculptures
on display, tension rose because they
were surrounded by fragile materials. “I
just remember all the supervisors were
so nervous like, ‘Don’t touch this,’” Miao
said.
Miao noted points of ableism, discrimination in favor of able-bodied
people, as well. “It’s one thing to accept
disabled people,” she said. “Accepting
disabled behavior is another story. If I’m
moving slowly and people are annoyed
that I’m moving slowly, that’s still ableism. Even if they’re not having a bad
opinion of me as a person, the fact that
there’s this isolated behavior that annoys
them, that’s still ableism.”
Art lets people communicate their
experiences and help viewers develop
empathy. Disabled people become more
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Zayne Harshaw founded Blue Spectrum.
than their disabilities. They can show
their strength by conveying their experiences. “It’s not something to be ashamed
of,” Miao said. “You’re not admitting
your weakness.”

Curator speaks on the artistry of postgrad employment
Sara Jane Miller, Graham Gund ’63 and
Ann Gund’s curator, discussed art careers.
DEVON MUSGRAVE-JOHNSON
STAFF WRITER

What is one to do with a
degree in studio art or art history? For many students at
Kenyon, this question can be
daunting.
To help students reach an
answer, the Gund Gallery
hosted a talk Tuesday with
Sara Jane Miller, the curator
of Graham Gund ’63 and Ann
Gund’s extensive art collection.
“One thing for me that is
extremely important is to really talk to the broader community: students in art history, students in studio art,
really anybody,” Assistant
Director of the Gund Gallery
Christopher Yates said. Yates
said there is a general stigma
against art careers, but added
that “there are actually a lot
of opportunities in places that
you might not expect.”
The talk was held in the Bu-

chwald-Wright Gallery on the
second f loor of the Gallery,
a space filled with work that
Miller herself helped collect.
Thirty-five attendees gathered to hear Miller discuss her
life, education and career.
Miller, who majored in fine
arts at Ohio Wesleyan University, started her career as
a writer and copy editor for a
PR company, something she
emphasized many artists may
find themselves doing in some
form. The talk stressed that
it is normal for arts majors
to start off using other skills
they learned in school to make
ends meet before branching
into an art career.
She explained that through
this company she began working in the art field, helping
build a private art collection
for a new building the company was moving into. Miller
emphasized throughout the
talk that artists can find work
in unusual and unexpected

DREW MEEKER | COLLEGIAN

Sara Jane Miller, left, advised students in the Buchwald-Wright Gallery on opportunities in artistic fields.
places.
From there, Miller accepted jobs in various museums
until she became the curator
of Gund’s private collection
of more than 500 art pieces,
some of which can be seen

around campus.
“I hope that students got
a sort of realistic idea about
what opportunities are out
there and what is important
in terms of work life,” Miller
said after the event.

Miller emphasized that the
art community is connected,
broad and active, and that the
best way for a newcomer to
“make it” is to get in wherever
they can and get their hands
dirty.
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Celebrated bluegrass bands charm crowd at Ohiolina
Mount Vernon residents and music fans gathered at Ariel Foundation Park on Saturday for the annual music festival.
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS EDITOR

From the country stylings
of Appalachia to the bluegrass
roots of rural North Carolina, annual music festival
Ohiolina brings the sounds of
the Interstate 77 corridor to
Mount Vernon.
Ohiolina is a celebration
of the music, food and culture found along the I-77, a
stretch of highway that connects Ohio’s rolling farmlands to the mountainous terrain spanning West Virginia
and North Carolina.
Eleven artists ventured to
the Ariel Foundation Park
event center to entertain the
crowd of about 50 spectators
who had gathered this past
Saturday. Musicians traveled
as far as from North Carolina, but some, like Ted Rice,
live as nearby as Mount Vernon.
Greg Dutton, Eric Sommer, Erika Hughes and The
Well Mannered played the
side stage. Main-stage performers included Columbusbased all-female group the
Salty Caramels, the Wayfarers and Buffalo Wabs and
the Price Hill Hustle, as well
as the Grammy-nominated
roots band Yarn.

Yarn took the stage Saturday night and quickly
charmed folk music enthusiasts in the audience. Their set
was full of dark and broody
ballads like “Bad Bad Man.”
Their song “Turn the Light
Off ” was a powerful blues-inspired anthem wrought with
emotion. The band, lit by a
f leet of blue spotlights, exhibited charisma and engaged
with the audience throughout
their performance.
Blake
Christiana,
the
band’s lead vocalist, said the
band’s extensive time spent
on the road — especially on
I-77 — was a major source of
inspiration for their sound.
“We’re heavily inf luenced
by the I-77 culture,” Christiana said. “We drive the I-77
on a regular basis. Our experiences inspire our music …
and it’s a melting pot of music
all around here.”
The band’s success in recent years may be attributed
to its old-school sound. Rod
Hohl, lead guitarist for Yarn,
cited Johnny Cash as one of
the band’s many inf luences. “You know if you live in
America and you like songwriting then you’re bound
to find these people, Waylon
Jennings, Johnny Cash, Willie
Nelson,” Hohl said. “They’re
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Columbus-based all-female folk bluegrass band the Salty Caramels serenaded their audience at Ohiolina.

“

We tend to play more south along the 77, like near Charleston. I think
we need more of these [festivals] in Ohio.”

Robert Bonhomme, Yarn drummer

classic. ... [If ] you’ve got a
good record collection, you’ll
be drawn to good songs.”
This was Yarn’s first appearance at Ohiolina, but it’s
unlikely to be their last. Yarn
drummer Robert Bonhomme cited Ohiolina as impor-

tant for the music culture of
the region. “We tend to play
more south along the 77, like
near Charleston,” Bonhomme
said. “I think we need more of
these [festivals] in Ohio.”
The band is open to returning to the festival in the

future. “We’re happy to come
to Ohio as much as we can,”
Christiana said. “We were
in Ohio at the beginning of
the summer and here we are
again at the end. … It’s like
a sandwich and Ohio’s the
bread.”

New theater group welcomes amateurs to the stage
Founders Sonia Calzaretta ’18, Jess(i)e Marino ’18 and Natalie Kane ’18 have an open-door policy for all aspiring actors.
ERICA RABITO
STAFF WRITER

Kenyon has 34 dance, drama and film
majors, as well as a prominent group of
recreational thespians. For a school of under 2,000, this large number of theater enthusiasts can lead to an excess of actors —
and a lack of roles for those interested.
Kenyon College Dance and Dramatic
Club (KCDC), Brave Potato, StageFemmes
and Renegade, all fairly active theater clubs
on campus, along with others, present a
variety of different shows each semester.
Despite this, some students are denied participation in even one show a year.
Being turned away from dozens of auditions a year can be discouraging and
leave students lacking experience in their
desired fields. Kenyon’s newest theater
group, the Amateur Thespians Club, hopes
to provide a solution to this problem by allowing in all formerly disappointed and
excluded students, and those who are not
capable of taking on the commitment of
another group.
The Amateur Thespians Club (ATC)
was formed by Sonia Calzaretta ’18,
Jess(i)e Marino ’18 and Natalie Kane ’18
with these concerns in mind. In an environment where selectivity and exclusivity
are common and even give a sense of pride
to some groups, ATC aims to be a haven of
inclusivity.
ATC co-founder Sonia Calzaretta ’18
believes the group fills a gap in Kenyon’s
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The newly formed Amateur Thespians Club beckon all to hone their craft or have a good time.

“

There’s no opportunity here on campus for people who audition
but aren’t quite good enough, so we’re here to provide a place for
those people to go.”

Sonia Calzaretta ’18, Amateur Thespians Club co-founder

drama scene. “There’s no opportunity here
on campus for people who audition but
aren’t quite good enough,” Calzaretta said.
“So we’re here to provide a place for those
people.”
KCDC, as the main stage theater group

on campus, has to turn students away
from their productions each semester. The
resulting selectivity, according to KCDC
President Julia Colpitts ’16, could be due to
the tendency of actors and other members
of the theater to stay in their comfort zone.

“I think the selectivity arises in casting and designer choices and I think that’s
because people tend to work with people
they get along with and people they trust,”
Colpitts said. “If I’ve personally worked
with someone and they don’t do a great job
I’m probably not going to work with them
again. And that’s not me as the KCDC
president. That’s me as a stage manager or
a designer.”
The exclusivity of such groups limited
the involvement of Dalton White ’16 in
theatrical productions during his time on
campus.
“Before I came to Kenyon I had mostly
just done acting and that’s all I did,” White
said. “And the first two years that’s all I focused on auditioning for and I was a bit
disappointed because I only got into one
show.”
With the addition of ATC, any students
who want to practice their passions for theater will be able to do so in a safe and fun
environment. White shared his positive
thoughts toward the club, and his hopes
for their success in the future. “I think it’s a
really great idea to have, because Brave Potato, even like three or four years before I
came here, they started kind of like that.
But that’s kind of where Brave Potato and
Renegade grew from — they started their
own theater companies in order to incorporate and do what they love,” White said.
“If that’s what the people from the Amateur Thespians Club are trying to do, then
all power to them really.”
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an illustrated library
BY CLAIRE OXFORD AND FRANCES SAUX
ILLUSTRATIONS BY DANI GORTON

Sir Galahad

The tyger

“Sir Galahad” by Alfred Tennyson tells the story of
one of the knights of the Round Table, harkening back
to an era of English literature that has been studied and
romanticized for centuries. Peirce’s Great Hall, with its
long wooden tables, stained glass and arching ceilings
is a fitting scene for one of the most noble and virtuous
knights of English literature to inhabit. Sir Galahad
is not the only King Arthur narrative represented on
Old Side. Arthur’s court also makes a literary appearance in the stained-glass panels for Le Morte D’Arthur
by Sir Thomas Malory and The Canterbury Tales by
Geoffrey Chaucer. Connick’s depiction of Sir Galahad
is on horseback, with a sense of motion and heroism
created by the swooshing icy blue lines that curve up
and frame the knight on his steed.

“Tyger tyger burning bright, / In the forests of
the night,” reads Romanticist William Blake’s poem
“The Tyger.” The work captures a politically and
religiously rebellious movement of the 1790s called
millenarianism. Professor of English Jim Carson
described the poem in Stained Glass of Peirce Hall,
saying it depicts the tiger as both a revolutionary
symbol against traditional autocratic monarchies,
and as part of a dialogue between “Innocence and
Experience” — the lamb and the tiger — that can
eventually find some sort of harmony in Blake’s
writing. Connick’s depiction of “The Tyger” is not
predatory, but still vivid in its orange color and
curved shape.

Romeo and
Juliet
Amid several stunning stained-glass pieces
devoted to William Shakespeare — depicting
scenes from The Merchant of Venice, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and Hamlet — Connick
designed this panel to contrast the romantic joy
of Romeo and Juliet’s balcony scene with tragedy.
According to the book Stained Glass of Peirce Hall
— compiled by members of Kenyon’s Office of Communications, professors, the College historian and
other Kenyon-affiliated individuals — this moment
captured in the stained glass is meant to show the
wrenching moment of Romeo finding his beloved
Juliet seemingly dead at the conclusion of the
play, provoking his own suicide. The magnitude
of one of English literature’s most famous plays is
showcased as the background to an average meal.

The
Gettysburg
Address

I
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n Peirce Dining Hall, adorning the walls high above the wooden tables in the Great Hall, rest pane upon pane of stained
glass decorated with a who’s who of British and American classical literature. The windows were installed in 1929 with the
completion of the building and are the work of Charles Connick, whom Thomas Stamp ’73, College historian and keeper of
Kenyonia, called the foremost glass artist at that time. Hundreds of Connick’s stained-glass pieces exist in churches in all
regions of the country, connecting Kenyon to the larger work of an important American craftsman. For many, however, the
windows’ scenes have come to represent a distinct literary Kenyon culture. The windows in the Great Hall, known to students as “Old
Side,” precede the College’s literary reputation, which, Stamp points out, originated in 1939 with the arrival of Kenyon Review founding editor John Crowe Ransom. Still, the windows have since become emblematic of Kenyon’s literary culture. “There have been people
over the years who decide they’re going to read everything illustrated in the windows before they graduate,” Stamp said. Even Associate
Professor of English Sarah Heidt, who graduated from Kenyon in 1997 and returned to teach in 2004, admits she has not yet read all of
the books illustrated in glass. While it wasn’t a goal of hers as a student, when she returned for her fifth-year reunion she caught herself
wondering how many works she had read since graduating. Heidt argues that the English department teaches a broader category of works
than those immortalized in the glass. With the exception of the glass depicting George Eliot’s Silas Marner, the windows all feature works
written by either British or American men. “That we have a physical manifestation of one part of the College’s intellectual foundation is really interesting,” Heidt said. However, she finds it most fascinating “to think about how we don’t make contact with it all the time, or how
we make contact with maybe a couple of pieces of it, and exceed it in other ways.”

Abraham Lincoln delivers his famous 273-word
speech, the Gettysburg Address, in the center of the Great
Hall. The following words etched into the glass, “that we
here highly resolve that this nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom.” Connick designed this piece with
Lincoln as the center of a diverse crowd, representing the
America’s entire population, rather than solely white men.
Professor Emeritus of History William Scott noted that
this piece, in the center of Old Side’s alcove, could be seen
as portraying a political message about the College’s ideal
values. In Stained Glass of Peirce Hall Scott wrote, “The
College, too, would eventually undergo a new birth in the
spirit of Lincoln’s democratic vision,” referencing Kenyon’s
history of “great Civil-war era alumni,” in addition to the
College becoming co-ed and attempting to increase diversity across the board.
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OPINIONS
EDITORS: GRIFFIN BURROUGH and
GABRIELLE HEALY

Colleges’ athletic programs and student-athletes should be a point of
pride and unification for the student body, according to sports editor
Noah Nash. Agree? Disagree? The Collegian wants to hear your thoughts.
Write to us at kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.

EDITORIAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

New room
rez system is
a hindrance
The announcement this summer of a new online space reservation system raised our hopes
that the process of reserving campus venues
would become more transparent and accessible.
Instead, the system’s rollout was marred by technical issues and confusion.
One administrative assistant lamented to us
that the system undermined her role as steward
of her department’s spaces, and generally caused
headaches. And for what end?
While Kenyon Reservations may make it easier for the College to incorporate and track reservations from summer clients and others from
outside the Kenyon community, it marks a lost
opportunity to make the system more straightforward for students — those destined to use it most.
Among the new strictures is that students
must request space at least three business days in
advance. We see no compelling reason for inventing this rule, and ample reason not to. Kenyon’s
student organizations span an amazingly wide
range of interests, but they have at least one thing
in common: their leaders are busy. Forcing them
to plan so much further in advance will not encourage responsible leadership. Rather, it will discourage those trying to make practical changes to
accommodate the needs of their groups.
In addition, we are dismayed that the introduction of Kenyon Reservations has been used as
an excuse to strip student groups of the right to
use Peirce Lounge for their meetings. The lounge
has, for years, served as a comfortable setting for
group meetings and individual study. Banning
the lounge for student groups to hold meetings,
even if the College reserves the right to open it for
lectures and other special events, unduly restricts
one of the College’s finest spaces.
The Student Activities Office has kindly put on
several training sessions for the new reservations
system, and sent out a number of explanatory
emails. But these helpful overtures do not make
the platform itself better.
The SAO may serve to exist students, but Kenyon Reservations makes it appear the other way
around. Student groups must follow the rules put
forth by the SAO, regardless of how arbitrary they
are. It seems to us a solution would be to let students guide such changes in the future. Ask what
would improve or simplify the experience of leading a student group. Take a bottom-up approach,
rather than imposing a system that fails to place
student needs front and center.

CARTOON BY YOOBIN HAN

Accessibility is more than a door button
GRANT MINER
CONTRIBUTOR

Ah, handicap door buttons. You know, those
things we’re not supposed
to use because it wears out
the motor but use anyway
because opening doors is
hard? Don’t get me wrong,
I’m not about to go on a holier-than-thou rant about
it. I’m no better than you
— I’m worse, in fact. Sometimes I push it, get impatient and decide to push it
again to make it go faster.
I don’t need to tell you
those small buttons perform an extremely important service to those who
would otherwise be unable
to open doors. Well, them
and lazy college kids.
Having to wait for people to open a door for you
every time you need to enter a building is not only a
waste of time; it’s demeaning, too. Coming from a
high school whose idea of
handicap access is a ramp,

“

Having to wait for people to
open a door for you every time
you need to enter a building is
not only a huge waste of time;
it’s demeaning, too.”

I was originally taken
aback by the sheer number
of handicap buttons that
cover Kenyon’s campus, especially in the newer buildings.
Many places on campus
haven’t received the touchup they sorely need. And
no, I don’t just mean Ascension. It would be nice to
have handicap access there,
sure, but it’s hard enough
for people who don’t have
a disability to navigate
that place. I wouldn’t be
surprised to find out that
its upper f loors house the
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dusty skeletons of wideeyed first years who entered, never to find their
way out.
No, I’m talking about
the dorms. Strictly speaking, Lewis Residence Hall.
Our dormitory has a big
problem with accessibility.
Justin Martin ’19, simply
put, uses a wheelchair and
can’t get into the common
room lounge. Sure, he has
a bigger room than all of
us (he even has a couch!),
but it’s hardly consolation
for his inability to come in
and sit with everybody in

the lounge as we do homework, watch TV and shoot
the breeze.
I’m no carpenter, but
I’m fairly certain that from
a purely procedural standpoint, it wouldn’t be too
hard to put a ramp into
the lounge. Of course, we
would need a button to
open the door, but at the
most that would require
replacing the lounge door.
Perhaps the real issue is
that this even needs to be
a special case just because
somebody in Lewis is in a
wheelchair. Shouldn’t Kenyon, a place that considers itself inclusive, actually
make an effort to include
everyone — especially if
you’re going to call it a
common room? Or perhaps
the administration means
for it to be a common room
for those who can actually
get into it.
Grant Miner ’19 is undeclared from Sacramento,
Calif. Contact him at minerg@kenyon.edu.
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Freedom to voice your opinion
Remember that opinions are just that, and everyone has them.
GRIFFIN BURROUGH
OPINIONS EDITOR

The thought that women
should be subservient to men and
resigned to the household makes
me mad. I’m sure it made you
mad, too, when two men decided to shout their belief in it over
megaphones on Middle Path last
week. As much as it pains all of us
to hear that we have to deal with
these people, like it or not, they
have a right to say their opinions
as much as I have a right to transmit mine here.
The First Amendment is one
of those things that you think
you know, but then when the
issue comes up in real life, you
can’t quite understand it. Why
allow everyone free speech if
some people use their speech to
anger others and engage in spewing hate? That’s where the exceptions exist.
Speech that incites violence or
other unlawful behavior, along
with such other offenses as child
pornography do not enjoy First
Amendment protection. Did the
opinions of the men on Middle Path incite people to behave
unlawfully? The answer is no.
While the opinions of these individuals caused people to laugh,
cry out in disbelief and provoke

“

I can just as easily preach that the Flying
Spaghetti Monster forgives all sinners because
it’s my opinion. A false statement of fact would
be that birds have no wings, or fish walk on
two feet.”

anger, they did not cause anyone
to act unlawfully.
False statements of fact are
pretty self-explanatory. Now I
understand that a person would
like to tell me that saying a woman’s sole job in life is to make her
husband happy is a false statement of fact, but it isn’t. It’s an
opinion and people are entitled
to them so while you may believe
that women are equal to men,
some individuals view them as
servants, and that is an opinion,
not a false statement of fact. I can
just as easily preach that the Flying Spaghetti Monster forgives
all sinners. A false statement of
fact would be that birds have no
wings, or fish walk on two feet.
Did these two people make
any threats? Maybe you were
so engulfed in outrage that you
didn’t notice they simply stated
their views. While one can see

them as misguided, people are
entitled to their opinions.
We can’t stifle people from
saying what they want as long as
they aren’t threats, falsified facts,
or words that incite unlawful actions and violence. Putting up
pride flags around the demonstrators is an excellent example
of protesting a protest, because
the First Amendment cuts both
ways.
We are just as entitled to our
speech as they are, so instead
of complaining about how misguided those two people were,
preach your own values. Preach
that women are equals and that
science proves that abortion is
OK. If you don’t like someone’s
opinion then voice your own instead of trying to silence them.
Griffin Burrough ’18 is undeclared from Summit, N.J. Contact
him at burroughe@kenyon.edu.

Not such a small world after all
for my first semester. The second semester was
a bit more harrowing — no labs were open, my
computer wouldn’t connect to the Internet and
I came to Kenyon with the expectation that the
has anyone ever told you how hard it is to register
student population levels off somewhere around
for courses through an iPhone?
1,600. But I’m finding that statistic isn’t always
It seems like an act of divine intervention
the case anymore. For example, whenever course
when some of us walk away from registration
registration rolls around, I find myself eyeing the
with every class we wanted. More often than not,
other students in the room, because I’m calcuwe know the answer to the oft-asked question of
lating how many of them I’m competing with to
“Did you get all of your classes?” is no. Unfortuget into classes. I’m almost never
nately, the number of students
sure I’ll get the courses I want,
in the incoming class promises
and the increase in students may
us that this problem won’t go
Maybe we even
only exacerbate this situation.
away soon. And if this is the
Kenyon readily sells the proscase, I’m not sure if professors
chose Kenyon instead
pect of small class sizes to poare willing to teach more secof a large university
tential students, but those who
tions of popular classes.
because we didn’t want
come for that reason lately find
I’ve seen students crawl
themselves unable to take the
100 people in our intro- away from course registration
classes they want for that very
enrolled in nothing. They were
ductory English class.”
reason. This creates numerous
blocked from each class they
problems for students, one befound mildly interesting and
ing that students who eagerly
had no clue what would hapanticipate classes all semester
pen in their future semester.
find themselves blocked from
No one should have to pay as
the courses that made them so
much as they do to attend Kenexcited.
yon and not get into any of the classes they want.
The idea of being in a class with no more than
With the growing student body, particularly
25 people is enticing to most Kenyon students.
from the Classes of 2018 and 2019, Kenyon stuMaybe we even chose Kenyon instead of a large
dents can expect to see either of two options ununiversity because we didn’t want 100 people in
fold: one, classes become even harder to get into
our introductory English class.
on course registration day, or two, the number of
I picked Kenyon because I wanted to be part
spots in classes increase. Of course, both of these
of an intimate class setting where everyone knew
scenarios could happen.
each other. Now, it seems like several professors
We’re playing with a double-edged sword. We
think I’m just another kid who frantically emails
want the small classes and we want those classes
them after course registration, begging to be put
to be our first choices. Can we have both?
on the waitlist.
Hannah Lee Leidy ’18 is undeclared from ElizI’ll admit I got lucky in my course registration
abeth City, N.C. Contact her at leidyh@kenyon.
HANNAH LEE LEIDY
CONTRIBUTOR

“
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Dear Emily
Hey Emily,

Y)

So I’ve had this “thing for” (maybe with?) this person for
a while, and by “a while,” I mean a year. They go to a different school so it’s a weird, long-distance situation where we
never get to see each other except for a few times over break,
so the relationship has always been very platonic. Last week, I
was having a rough night because of comps, and this person
remotely had a Cove pizza delivered to me at the library so
I could make it through the night. It was the best thing ever
(except it was awful because it was Cove, but they didn’t know
any better) and I was so confused because it was the nicest
thing anyone has ever done for me.
So I guess my question is … Is this love?
xoxo,
Puzzled by Pizza
Dear Puzzled by Pizza,
Pizza is the glue that can mend or create relationships —
or the thing that, in the case of wrong toppings and stubborn
exes can, end them. Your situation sounds pretty ideal: Who,
in a delirious going-on-nine-hours-in-Club-Olin state hasn’t
romanticized the thought of hot pizza being delivered to
them, courtesy of someone they’re interested in? But don’t let
yourself be swayed by the lure of hot cheesy goodness — you
have to consider the character of this person, and their motivations. If they’re normally caring, always there to lend an ear,
perhaps this was just them being nice. Conversely, it could be
their introverted way of saying, “Hey, I like you. Let’s Netflix
and chill next time we’re both home.”
The real question here I guess is: What do you want?
That sounds like a Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul kind of
answer, but it’s the most important part of the equation. Pizza
can equal sustenance and mean they care about your wellbeing and love you. Or, it could just be the friendly thing to
do. If I saw a starved friend on the side of the road, I’d probably hand them a Pop-Tart because I don’t want that blood
on my hands. First, you have to figure out where you stand.
But if this back-and-forth has gone on for a year now, and
you’re still into them, I say take a leap. Maybe the midnight
Cove delivery was their leap. You could spend the next year
wondering what they think of you, but one day you’re going
to have to ask them. Make today that day. Meanwhile, if they
send pizza your way again, feel free to share.
You know you love me,
Emily
Emily Sakamoto ’16 is an English major with a concentration in creative writing and a minor in messing with other
people’s personal lives, whether they ask for the advice or not,
from North Oaks, Minn.
Submit your questions about
love and life to
The Collegian’s
newest advice column
Send to sakamotoe@kenyon.edu
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Economic diversity is essential to our liberal arts
Times’ College Accessibility Index highlights troubling deficiencies in Kenyon’s socioeconomic diversity.
ERIC SUTTON
CONTRIBUTOR

On Monday at 8:33 p.m., I
posted a link to a BuzzFeed article
on Facebook, and wrote this statement along with it:
“Good news: we’re a top 25
institution. Bad news: we rank
in the bottom five universities of
that list for enrollment of low-income students, just 10%. We’re in
good company though, Harvard
and Washington University in St.
Louis aren’t doing any better. Just
a reminder that economic diversity is also pertinent to giving
students a wholesome experience
within a diverse constituency.”
Study after study has indicated
that individuals with more education have access to higher-paying
jobs, have more stable relationships and live longer and healthier
lives than those with little or no
education. Not only does it seem
that education may allow individuals to live fuller lives, but educa-

tion also equips individuals with
access to mechanisms that will
give them the ability to project
their voice in situations that may
directly affect their livelihood. For
so long in our country’s history,
state-of-the-art education has
been only afforded to the wealthy.
This means lower-income individuals and less wealthy families
have gone generations without being exposed to higher education.
This is a disadvantage-breedingdisadvantage phenomenon, and
Kenyon, like so many accredited
institutions for higher learning, is
adding to this narrative.
The New York Times recently
updated its College Accessibility
Index. The list is a measure of how
economically diverse a school is
based on its allotted endowment
per student, the average number
of students in an incoming class
receiving a Pell Grant multiplied
by the number of graduating students receiving Pell Grants, and
the net price for a middle-income

student . Kenyon ranks 120th out
of 179, behind many of our overlap schools. To many students,
this may seem like a “So what?
Who cares? This doesn’t affect
me” issue. But don’t be so quick to
turn your ear.
The absence of economic diversity affects every student. At the
foundation of a liberal arts education is the yearning for knowledge
for political jousting, empathetic
reason, cultural understanding
and exposure to different perspectives. This foundation in critical
thought about difference is what
makes a liberal arts education so
unique and worthwhile. Ignoring
economic diversity as an integral
part of a student’s learning experience inside and outside the classroom would naïvely stunt the potential of a liberal arts degree.
Added to this, homosocial reproduction — the tendency for
an institution to consistently reintegrate individuals from similar
backgrounds into its constituency

“

Added to this, homosocial reproduction — the tendency for an institution to
consistently reintegrate individuals from
similar backgrounds into its constituency
— limits the ability to communicate with
members of society post-Kenyon.”

— limits the ability to communicate with members of society postKenyon. Part of the beauty of the
Hill is that it is a bubble; for most
of us, it is one that will pop in four
years. After that, we are thrust
into a world of diversity. Many of
us will live in a world where we
must communicate to people of
various backgrounds and exercise
ethical judgment. Nelson Mandela said, “If you talk to a man in
a language he understands, that
goes to his head. If you talk to

We aren’t DI. But that doesn’t mean
we shouldn’t show up for our teams.
Kenyon’s support of its athletics is lacking, and that needs to change.
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

I don’t believe Kenyon has ever
been mistaken to be in the same
tier as the University of Michigan or Kentucky in terms of college athletics. Kenyon doesn’t
offer athletic scholarships like
some of these larger schools,
and every single one of Kenyon’s
athletes is here as a student first
and an athlete second. With the
exception of free laundry at the
KAC, Kenyon’s athletes aren’t
given any special privileges that
other, non-student-athletes cannot enjoy.
Simply put, being a studentathlete is a significant commitment both in terms of work
and time. Student-athletes not
only have to spend an enormous
amount of time down at the KAC
every week for practices, but
they are also expected to perform just as well academically
as other students. Athletes also
occasionally have to miss out on
critical classes because of a conf licting athletic commitment.
Teams are sometimes away for
entire weekends when they make
lengthy trips to other states to
play games at schools like Sewanee: University of the South
or Johns Hopkins University in
Baltimore. It is truly incredible
to me how student-athletes are
able to manage themselves.
That being the case, it is em-

“

I went to a cross-country home meet earlier
this fall where I could count on two hands the
number of Kenyon students who showed up to
support the teams.”

barrassing that many home athletic games have a dearth of
student fans. I went to a crosscountry home meet earlier this
fall where I could count on two
hands the number of Kenyon
students who showed up to support the teams. Even the men’s
soccer team, which have started 6-0 after winning last year’s
North Coast Athletic Conference championship, has had
some of its home weekend games
attended by 100 people or fewer.
I can understand
why it
may be difficult or not make
sense to games. You may just be
a person who doesn’t really enjoy watching sports, and would
rather spend your time doing
something else, like studying or
reading. Kenyon is a school that
probably attracts people who
would rather attend an a cappella concert or a play than an athletic event. I get it. Kenyon isn’t
Duke University, where a significant portion of the school’s
pride and spirit is based on the
school’s athletic teams. Kenyon doesn’t separate athletes

and non-athletes into two separate academic programs like
other, more athletically focused
schools sometimes do.
At the same time, that is exactly the reason why you should
attend games. You’re probably in
class with a lot of athletes. Your
roommate might be a basketball player, or you might have
the soccer team’s leading scorer
living two doors down the hall
from you. You may sit next to a
swimmer in economics. Athletes
are your classmates and fellow
students, and they work hard to
represent Kenyon on the athletic
front.
I’m not a college athlete. But
I ran cross-country and played
baseball in high school and it
meant so much to me when my
friends, classmates, even people
I barely knew, came out to support the team. We are a community, and we need to do a better
job of actively supporting our
athletes.
Noah Nash ’18 is undeclared
from Washington, D.C. Email
him at nashn@kenyon.edu.

him in his language, that goes to
his heart.” Without exposure to
peoples of different backgrounds
at Kenyon, it is difficult to expect
success in an environment that
may be vastly different. But that
is what we are here for: To learn
from one another. To exchange
cultures. And to be exposed to
difference.
Eric Sutton III ’18 is an international studies and sociology major
from Indianapolis. Contact him at
suttoneo@kenyon.edu.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
Dear Editors,
A Sept. 17 story referred to English 191 –
The Art and Craft of Analytical Writing, a
.5-credit course that is now required of Writing Center tutors, but in focusing only on the
Writing Center the story missed some important context.
With a view to creating more opportunities (as the Kenyon 2020 Plan states as its
first priority) to “prepare students for postgraduate success,” last year the English Department worked with the Provost’s Office,
which oversees the Writing Center, to redesign the original .25 course and to include it
in the English curriculum. To achieve this,
we worked with Prof. Griggs and Prof. Wolfe
to make the course much more theoretically
grounded, and to include literary theory and
texts, so that students could delve more deeply into “the art and craft” (the pedagogy and
practice) of analytical writing.
The goal of the course is no longer only to
train Writing Center tutors, although that is
an excellent opportunity that the class offers.
The course became a .5 class because it is redesigned to provide students with a much
stronger foundation in writing pedagogy and
practice, which can prepare them for additional opportunities beyond Kenyon College,
including graduate study and/or professional
development.
The class, as the other English classes already do, prepares students to become stronger thinkers, readers, and writers in their
own undergraduate work. Simultaneously,
the course helps students become better mentors and tutors so they can, in turn, develop
themselves in this area as well.
Ivonne M. García, Associate Provost,
Associate Professor of English
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Car enthusiasts cruise weekly into downtown Gambier
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On Sunday mornings, Cars and Coffee draws local characters with a shared passion for decked-out wheels.
MILO BOOKE
FEATURES ASSISTANT

Gleaming vintage automobiles line the street outside Wiggin
Street Coffee every Sunday morning. Car aficionados can bring their
own special cars, or just gather to
ogle the exceptional vehicles that
appear between 9 a.m. and noon.
Car enthusiast Steve Brown
started Cars and Coffee last fall. A
former mechanical designer, he fell
in love with Gambier five years ago
after driving through Ohio to pick
up his daughter from the end of a
semester at Oberlin College. Brown
was so enamored by the Village
that he decided to buy a home here.
After hearing about the rising popularity of these events around the
country, Brown decided he would
take the initiative and start something similar in Gambier. “I’m
from Maryland, and there’s a Cars
and Coffee in Annapolis, the state
capital,” Brown said. “It was started by a group of Ferrari guys that
would come on Sunday morning.
Word got out, and now 150 cars
show up every Sunday morning.”
After witnessing the rise of
Cars and Coffee in his home state,
Brown thought he could tap into
the thriving car culture in Ohio.
Once a bastion of the United States’
car industry, many vintage vehicles languish in people’s garages
around the state. “There are a lot
of car enthusiasts around here,”
he said. “Within a five-mile range
of here, there must be a hundred
beautiful vintage cars that people
keep in their garages.”
“I figured Gambier has to be
one of the nicest destinations there
is,” Brown said. “I’m trying to get
people to come over and get coffee
or a great lunch, show off their cars
and chat with fellow car guys.”
After establishing weekly meetings last fall, Cars and Coffee

stopped in the winter when Brown
returned to Maryland. But since
returning this year, Brown has
sought to grow Cars and Coffee
into a more well-attended function.
“We’ll know it’s taken off when
people start showing up that I
haven’t specifically invited,” Brown
said. “So far it’s friends who I ask
to bring their cars Sunday morning but I could see it getting more
popular soon.” There are no qualifications for the type of cars displayed at Cars and Coffee. Brown
has been to events in Maryland
that have Ferraris and Lamborghinis, but also Bentleys and Fords. He
only asks that people bring a passion and a love for cars.
The current attendees certainly
have an immense passion. Brown
brought a vintage Citroën and Anthony Devore, a fellow car expert,
brought a gorgeous custom-made
motorcycle which he designed to
look like a vintage yellow school
bus. Devore attached the skeleton
of an old school bus to the motorcycle and created a bus-motorcycle
hybrid.
“This is a handmade, custommade thing,” Devore said. “It’s got
a 250 Suzuki whole motorcycle in
it. I’ve got three more of these at
home. I got this crazy idea, and this
is the end result.” When Devore’s
son, a student at Wiggin Street
Elementary, was in kindergarten
last year, Devore fit 21 of his son’s
classmates inside the handmade
vehicle.
Since only four or five people
attend the events at the moment,
Brown thinks family weekend is a
prime opportunity to advertise his
event and show off beautiful cars.
“I’m going to really try hard to get
everybody to come out for parents’
weekend,” Brown said. “There’ll
be so many people to see and chat
about the interesting machines we
got here.”

KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN

From top to bottom: Steve Brown discusses Cars and Coffee in front of Anthony Devore’s motorcycle-turnedschoolbus; Karen Gruner poses with her motorcycle; Devore, Brown and Gary Clark chat along Middle Path.

Celebrity Kenyon alums have admissions seeing Green
GRANT MINER
STAFF WRITER

On a new student’s first day at Kenyon, there will be a lot of things they
don’t know. They probably won’t know
the names of any of the buildings or their
locations.
One thing they will know? John Green
’00 graduated from Kenyon.
It seems Kenyon’s young adult novelist extraordinaire is in every informative
pamphlet that prospective students receive when they visit.
“When we travel, we travel with John
Green books,” Jennifer Delahunty, associate dean of admissions for the West
Coast, said. “It draws a ton of attention
when we put them on our tables at college fairs.”
Green has also been extensively featured on the school’s website. Students
may remember “Pensive Moments with
John Green,” a series of 18 short videos
produced for the Office of Admissions in

“

There are some kids who might come to Kenyon because of John
Green, but we’re hoping that that’s not the only reason they come to
Kenyon.”

Darryl Uy, associate dean of admissions

2013 in which Green discussed a wide array of Kenyon-related topics — from campus beauty, to sustainability to the origin
of the name of the song “Anna Sun,” titled
for Kenyon’s own Associate Professor of
Sociology and Asian Studies Anna Sun,
by Walk the Moon. This band’s original
lineup attended Kenyon and still features
Nick Petricca ’09 as lead singer.
It’s not just Green or Petricca. Josh
Radnor ’96, Ransom Riggs ’01, Allison
Janney ’82, Laura Hillenbrand ’89 — all
seem to be recurring themes in the greater
“come to Kenyon” ad blitz aimed at prospective students.
“When John Green became directly
involved in admissions, we saw a huge
jump in applications,” Delahunty said of

the 2013-14 admissions season. She also
stressed that was the same year the admissions department decided to remove the
supplemental essay, simplifying the application process.
According to Delahunty, the main
purpose of getting notable alumni involved in the admissions process is to
boost application rates, rather than lower
acceptance rates.
Associate Dean of Admissions Darryl
Uy agreed.
“There are some kids who might come
to Kenyon because of John Green, but
we’re hoping that that’s not the only reason they come to Kenyon,” Uy said. “We
hope that it’s what sparks their interest
— that it’s the impetus of their interest in

Kenyon.”
However, Delahunty gives evidence
that discounts the theory that the effects
of alumni involvement can be seen only in
the number of applications.
“This past spring we had Josh Radnor do a video for our accepted students,”
Delahunty said, referring to a two-minute-long video released in March, in
which Radnor discusses Kenyon and its
virtues. “I think that may have contributed to our high yield. [This year’s] class
is quite large.”
But why the large spike in alumni-centered recruitment now, rather than in the
days of Bill Watterson ’80 and Paul Newman ’49? Uy attributes it to the ease with
which the school can promote its connections.
“With Twitter, Facebook and social
media in general, it’s easier for colleges
to reach out to prospective students,” Uy
said. “All we need to do is retweet or forward something that a famous alum mentions us in. It’s quick, easy marketing.”
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SCOREBOARD
FIELD HOCKEY

MEN’S SOCCER

SEPT. 20

WASHINGTON AND
JEFFERSON COLLEGE
at

WASHINGTON, PA.
W 3-0

at

MUSKINGUM UNIVERSITY

NEW CONCORD, OHIO
W 2-0

WOMEN’S SOCCER

VOLLEYBALL

SEPT. 22

SEPT. 22

at

OHIO NORTHERN
UNIVERSITY

ADA, OHIO
L 1-3

SEPT. 23

vs

OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY

GAMBIER, OHIO
W 2-0

Football defeats Hiram 34-17 for first win of 2015

After losing their first two games of the season, the Lords respond with clear homecoming victory.
NOAH GURZENSKI
STAFF WRITER

On a rainy homecoming
afternoon at McBride Field,
Lords football earned their
first win of the season, and
only their second win in the
last two seasons, running past
the Hiram College Terriers
34-17.
While the Lords (1-2, 1-1
NCAC) started off slow in
their previous two games, an
energized Kenyon team took
control from the opening
kickoff against the Terriers
(0-2, 0-1 NCAC), never trailing in any of the four quarters.
“The past two games, we were
a bad first-half team,” Mike
Cullen ’17 said. “We let a bad
play dictate how we felt about
the game. This game, a big
emphasis was keeping everyone up on the sideline.”
After the Lords’ defense
forced Hiram to go three-andout to start the game, the offense went right to work. Having guided the Lords’ offense
down to Hiram’s 14-yard line,
Jake Bates ’16 ran the ball to
the goal line before a Hiram
defender knocked it loose for
the fumble. Brian Hunca ’17
pounced on the loose ball in
the end zone for the touchdown. Rather than kicking a
field goal, the Lords were successful on a two point conversion as Cody Keenan ’17 ran

“

I was sitting over and listening to what the defensive
guys were saying and it was very encouraging. They
were saying, ‘If they don’t score again, they don’t win.’
Thats kind of the way you need to communicate to be
able to win.”
Chris Monfiletto, head coach

the ball into the end zone to
give Kenyon an 8-0 lead just
3:57 into the first quarter.
On Hiram’s next possession, the Lords’ defense shone
as Curt Williams ’18 intercepted a Hiram pass to give
the Lords the ball back at the
Terrier 21-yard line. Szabi
Simo ’17 knocked in a 21-yard
field goal on the ensuing drive
to extend the Kenyon lead to
11-0.
After Hiram got on the
scoreboard with a touchdown
of its own, Kenyon answered
midway through the second
quarter when Blake Calcei
’16 ran the ball in from four
yards out to give Kenyon the
17-7 lead. Just before the half
Hiram added a 40-yard field
goal.
After deferring the coin
toss to begin the game, Kenyon started the second half
receiving the ball with a 17-10
lead. Capping off an 11-play,
51-yard drive, Simo kicked his
second field goal of the game,
this one from 29 yards out,
to extend Kenyon’s lead to 10
points.

Hiram answered with a
drive of just four plays, ending
in a 53-yard rushing touchdown to bring the Terriers
within three points, the closest they came for the rest of
the game. Through the next
quarter and a half, the Lords’
defense stymied the Hiram offense.
“I was sitting over and listening to what the defensive guys were saying and it
was very encouraging,” Head
Coach Chris Monfiletto said
of his defense’s fourth-quarter performance. “They were
saying, ‘If they [Hiram] don’t
score again, they don’t win.’
That’s kind of the way you
need to communicate to be
able to win.”
Adding a pair of one-yard
touchdown runs in the final 15 minutes of play, Bates
put the game out of reach for
good, sealing the 34-17 victory, and securing Kenyon’s first
home victory in a year.
Next Saturday, Lords football travels to Meadville, Pa.
to take on Allegheny College
(0-3, 0-2 NCAC) at 1 p.m.

COURTESY OF KENYON ATHLETICS

Senior fullback Blake Calcei carries the football against Hiram. Calcei
rushed for 143 yards and scored a touchdown in the homecoming victory.

Lords and Ladies dominate home weekend invitational
Kenyon defeats Ohio Wesleyan University, Allegheny College and Otterbein University over the weekend.
ESTEBAN BACHELET
SPORTS EDITOR

Not even Saturday’s intermittent
rain could stop Lords and Ladies tennis from dominating their opposition at the Kenyon Invitational, the
teams’ first official competition of
the season.
“We want to win the national
championship,” Sam Geier ’16, who
won the A Flight singles competition
and the A Flight doubles competition
for the Lords, said. “We lost a lot of
guys from last year, so that’ll be hard,
but everybody on the team is thirsty,”
The Lords and Ladies did enough
over the weekend to demonstrate that
they have the tools to make it far.
“We performed well,” Head Coach
Scott Thielke wrote in an email to the
Collegian. “I expected both teams to
be the strongest teams in the tournament, but our young players performed very well.”

In addition to Kenyon’s participation in the invitational, Ohio Wesleyan University, Allegheny College and
Otterbein University were also invited to compete at the Jasper Tennis
Center and VandenBerg Courts at Kenyon to battle it out in tournamentstyle singles and doubles matches.
Despite having six seniors graduate last spring, three of whom were
captains, the Lords delievered a stellar performance at the invite, winning all five singles f lights and all
three doubles. Geier, who won all
his singles matches in the A Flight in
straight sets and the A Flight doubles
competition with teammate Tristan
Kaye ’17, stood out.
“Our coach laid out that we should
win every draw and we went out and
did that,” Geier said. “It was a pretty
easy match overall.”
Nicholas Paolucci ’19, Alex Rieger
’18, Michael Liu ’18 and Anatol Doroskevic ’19 all boosted the Lords, each

“

We want to win the national championship. We lost a lot of guys
from last year, so that’ll be hard, but everyone on the team is thirsty.”

Sam Geier ’16

claiming singles victories in straight
sets.
The Ladies, invigorated by youth
this season, mirrored the Lords’ success, winning three of four singles
f lights, posting a 25-9 record overall, as well as winning both doubles
f lights. A quartet of first-year Ladies
posted a 9-3 record in singles competition. Katherine McCauley ’19 and
Margaret Sweeney ’19 faced off in the
finals of the A Fight, with Sweeney
coming away with a 7-6, 6-1 win.
“The combination of both the
skill and chemistry makes us do very
well,” Sweeney said of her first-year
peers.
In the B Flight, Alyssa Moreau ’18
rallied to beat teammate Grace Win-

slow ’18 in the finals match, while
Claire Cohen ’16 bested classmate
Elise Altschuler ’16 in Flight C.
The Ladies dominated doubles
play. Diana Aboubakare ’18 and Samantha Murphy ’16 won in the finals
against a pair of teammates, signaling to the rest of the conference that
they would continue to be a force this
season. The Ladies finished with a
combined doubles record of 13-4.
The purpose of the Kenyon Invitational is to prepare for the upcoming
Intercollegiate Tennis Association
(ITA) Central Region Championship.
The Lords are away Sept. 25-28 in St.
Louis while the Ladies travel to Kalamazoo, Mich. for the ITA Championship, from Oct. 2-5.
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Lords extend season mark to 7-0

Men’s soccer collects victories over Centre College and Muskingum University.
PETER DOLA
STAFF WRITER

Lords soccer (7-0) remained undefeated after
notching consecutive 2-0
wins at Centre College
(Danville, Ky.) on Sunday
and Muskingum University (New Concord,
Ohio) on Tuesday.
Kenyon’s offense started slow against Centre
(2-4-1), with just two
shots in the first half
and no goals. However,
defense stepped up, preventing the Colonels
from getting any shots
off. The Lords picked
up the pace in the second half as the offense
found its form, firing
off 14 shots, including
two that found the back
of the net. It was Jordan
Glassman ’17 who found
the net first in the second
half, tucking the ball into
the goal after the Colonels’ keeper saved Woo
Jeon’s ’18 header. This
was Glassman’s seventh
goal of the season. The
Lords put the game out
of reach in the 88th minute when Jeon knocked
in the Lords’ second goal
off a pass from Dalton
Eudy ’17.
Against Muskingum
(2-4) on Tuesday, the
Lords started the game
firing on all cylinders,
putting four shots on goal
within the first 10 minutes. However, no one
found the net until the
27th minute, when Kenyon’s leading scorer Tony
Amolo ’17 collected his

ESTEBAN BACHELET
SPORTS EDITOR

COURTESY OF MARTY FULLER

Woo Jeon ’18 scored his second goal of the season as the Lords won 2-0 against Centre.

“

Now being ranked second in the nation it’s important for us to not
get complacent. Our biggest adversary moving forward is ourselves,
and we must find ways to keep ourselves fired up and motivated.”
Dalton Eudy ’17

14th goal of the season,
shooting from 20 yards
out into the right side of
the goal. The Lords extended their lead early
in the second half when
Eudy scored his second
goal of the season off an
Oliver Wynn ’18 assist.
Throughout the second
half, the Lords’ defense
remained stout, limiting
the Fighting Muskies to
two shots. Only one of
the Muskies’ seven shots
in the game was on goal.
While the Lords outshot their opponents
44 to seven in the two
games, the defense stole
the show. After letting in
a few sloppy goals against

a talented Carnegie Mellon team three games
ago, they have not let up
a goal and have limited
their three subsequent
opponents to just 15
shots. Against Centre,
the Lords’ defense gave
up two shots on goal, and
only one true opportunity, which goalie Sam
Clougher ’17 saved. In
the following game, the
Lords only gave up six
shots, just three of them
on target.
In tallying two more
wins, the Lords also
moved up to second
place in two Division III
national rankings, behind only reigning na-

tional champion Tufts
University.
“We’ve had as good
of a start as we could’ve
asked for so far this
season,” Eudy said on
Wednesday. “Now being
ranked second in the nation it’s important for us
to not get complacent.
Our biggest adversary
moving forward is ourselves, and we must find
ways to keep ourselves
fired up and motivated.”
The Lords open NCAC
conference play on Sept.
26 against Wittenberg
University and look to
stay undefeated as they
enter the most important
part of their season.

First years power Ladies cross-country
Ladies finish fourth, Lords 12th in Saturday invitational at Otterbein.
NOAH NASH
SPORTS EDITOR

The Lords and Ladies competed at the
Otterbein Invitational
(Westerville, Ohio) on
Saturday in the first 8K
race for the Lords and
6K race for the Ladies on
the season. The Lords,
missing Sam Lagasse ’16,
one of their key runners,
finished 12th out of 17
teams, while the Ladies
finished fourth out of
17 teams, their strongest
showing this season so
far.
Once again, the Ladies were paced by firstyear runners Andrea
Ludwig and Quinn Harrigan, who were the first
two Ladies to cross the
line and score for Ken-

Ladies defeat
Otterbein for
6th-straight win

15

“

Andrea and Quinn are racing very well,
especially for just beginning their college
careers in racing.”

Duane Gomez, Head Coach

yon. Ludwig, who finished 12th of 211 runners in the race, ran a
time of 23:24 in her first
collegiate 6K. Harrigan
finished 18th in a time
of 24 minutes flat.
“Andrea and Quinn
are racing very well, especially for just beginning their college careers in racing,” Head
Coach Duane Gomez
said.
While the Ladies’
first-year talent may

have dominated the
team’s Saturday showing,
they also received strong
finishes from their upperclassmen. Samantha
White ’16 finished 30th
in a time of 24:19, while
Claire Naughton ’17
completed the race just a
step behind White with
a time of 24:21, good for
32nd place.
The Lords didn’t have
as much team success
on Saturday as the Ladies, but several team

members ran well. Nat
Fox ’16 was the Lords’
top runner on Saturday,
running the 8K in 26:41
to collect a 10th-place
finish. After Fox, there
was a gap before Kyle
Rose ’19, Kenyon’s second runner, crossed the
line with a time of 27:53
and a 55th-place finish.
Not long after, Jon Levitt
’16 finished with a time
of 28:11, a personal record time by a significant margin.
Levitt’s
previous PR was 29:19,
which he ran in 2012.
The Lords and Ladies
have the next weekend
off from meets before
they travel to Cedarville
University (Cedarville,
Ohio) for the All-Ohio
Championship meet on
Oct. 2.

Two weeks ago, Ladies soccer had just lost their thirdstraight game by one goal and their high hopes for the season
may have seemed dashed.
Now, all they can do is win.
The Ladies picked up a sixth-straight win Wednesday
afternoon, beating Otterbein University (Westerville, Ohio)
2-0 at Mavec Field, bumping their overall record to 6-3.
The recent surge may have been a surprise to the casual
fan, but not to Head Coach Kelly Bryan. “We’re probably one
of the best 0-3 teams you’ll find around,” Bryan said back
when the team was in the 0-3 hole. “Of the three teams we
played, two are NCAA [National Collegiate Athletic Association] tournament teams.”
The first half against Otterbein was a defensive affair with
each team shooting four times toward goal. The tide turned
midway through the second half when Maggie Smith ’17
dribbled past a defender to get a cross off from the right corner. The ball flew, deflected, into the path of Claudia Brown
’19, who pounced on the opportunity by toe-poking a shot
past the onrushing keeper. Five minutes later, Smith found
herself with space about 20 yards from goal, shooting a rocket into the top-left corner to put the Ladies up 2-0. With the
win, the Ladies extended their impressive run.
The Ladies can credit their reversal of fortune to an improved offense. During their first three games, the Ladies
amassed .33 goals per game. During their six-game winning
streak, that ratio has jumped to three goals scored a game.
Smith leads the Ladies with six goals on the season. The Ladies have also received a boost this season from a pair of firstyear forwards; Brown has four goals and Briana Maggard ’19,
three. The Ladies will look to extend their winning streak
to seven when they face Case Western Reserve University
(Cleveland) on Sept. 29.

Keys to Success
Men’s Tennis

Lords tennis will look to reinforce their strong performance at the Kenyon Invitational. While Sam Geier’s
’16 play is important, the Lords will also seek strong play
from the younger students in the lower flights.

Volleyball

Kenyon’s newly formidable volleyball team (6-4) has
a chance to earn their first victory this season against an
NCAC opponent when they face rival Oberlin College
(2-7) tomorrow. Look for Delaney Swanson ’19 to add to
her team-leading 130 kills on the season.

Field Hockey
In first place in the NCAC, the Ladies (6-1) will
seek to continue their success against Earlham College on Saturday and DePauw University on Sunday.
Maddie Breschi ’16 is one goal away from the Kenyon
career record.

Football

Coming off their first win of the season, Lords football (1-2, 1-0 NCAC) faces the winless Allegheny College Gators (0-3) in a matchup that provides the Lords
an excellent opportunity to reach .500. Look for running back Blake Calcei, who is averaging about 100
yards a game, to add to his touchdown tally of three.

Men’s Soccer

Lords soccer begins NCAC play against the Wittenberg Tigers Saturday afternoon. To keep the undefeated
run alive, the Lords must build on their momentum
and not let complacency strike. The Tigers have won
three out of 10 games this season, but are coming off a
4-0 victory against Bluffton University (Bluffton, Ohio).

INSIDE: Ladies soccer takes win streak to six, Pg. 15
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Sam Graf ’16 and Morgan Thompson ’17, in tie-dyed shirts, defend against Michigan State University on Saturday as part of Kenyon’s annual early-season “Learnament” tournament.

SERF welcomes teams from Mich., W.V. for tournament
JESS KUSHER
STAFF WRITER

Men’s ultimate frisbee hosted its
annual “Learnament” over the weekend with 13 other area teams. The
tournament earned its name from its
purpose of giving new players experience with collegiate competition.
Kenyon SERF split into two teams:
Heavy D and the Boyz and Jehovah’s
Snitches. On Saturday, Heavy D and
the Boyz ended the day with a 1-3 record, losing to The Ohio State University by one point, and to Oberlin on
universe point, ultimate’s equivalent
of sudden death.
Meanwhile, the Snitches ended Saturday with a 2-2 record, including an

impressive win against Michigan State
University. On Sunday, Heavy D lost
to one of Oberlin’s two teams, and the
Snitches left 1-1 with a victory over
West Virginia University. The tournament ended with a game that pitted both Kenyon teams against each
other.
“I could not have been more impressed,” Alex Piper ’16, SERF captain
and leader of Jehovah’s Snitches, said
of the team’s performances. Although
not an official tournament, the weekend gave teams a chance to gauge the
abilities of their new players and those
of other teams.
“We have a very big group of freshmen,” Ian Round ’16 said. “They’re beginners, so their throws are not quite

there yet, but we’re really optimistic.”
This season, Piper wants the team
to invest in each other instead of creating a high-pressure, negative environment.
“We have a tough balance of wanting to be a competitive team but also
just wanting people to have fun doing
it,” Piper said.
Eric Baumeister ’18 has already noticed a difference. “The dynamic this
year, I think, in terms of team relationship is a lot better,” he said. Under
the guidance of Piper and fellow captain Dominic Camperchioli ’17, the
team is “a lot more supportive off and
on the field,” Baumeister said.
In true Kenyon fashion, SERF stood
out on the field in teal, purple, and

yellow tie-dyed jerseys that Hal Robinson ’18 and Morgan Thompson ’17
spent 10 hours making this weekend.
SERF fans also participated in the
Ultimate Tailgate event hosted by
Ransom, Kenyon’s women’s ultimate
frisbee team.
Though the weather was windy and
there were scattered storms, SERF
member Henry Williams ’19 enjoyed
himself. “It’s kind of a bummer it
rained, but it’s awesome to play teams
before the season,” he said.
For Baumeister, the feeling is mutual. “There’s definitely something
about the team this year,” he said. “I
don’t want to use the word ‘magical’,
but there’s something about the team
that works.”

Field hockey remains first in NCAC after 2-0 weekend
GABE BRISON-TREZISE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Kenyon field hockey retained their number-one spot in the North Coast Athletic Conference (NCAC) with a pair of decisive road
wins over the weekend.
The Ladies (6-1) dispatched conference
opponent Wittenberg University (0-7) in a
5-1 victory on Saturday and triumphed over
Washington and Jefferson College (Washington, Pa.) 3-0 on Sunday, extending the Ladies’
win streak to four games.
Katelyn Hutchinson ’18 recorded her first
two goals of the season in the Wittenberg
game, both coming before the 10-minute
mark. Hutchinson credited Minke Verweij ’19
for assisting on the scores, saying, “She set up
both of those goals and I was there for the final
touch.”
The Tigers responded with a goal from first
year Blaine Donnelly in the 14th minute, but
it was the only one Kenyon goalkeeper Sarah

Speroff ’18 would give up in the game.
Shannon Hart ’18 added two goals in the
second half and Maddie Breschi ’16 contributed one, carrying the Ladies to a 5-1 win.
Head Coach Jacque DeMarco said the team
spent the previous week working on finishing,
or goal-scoring. “We had some nice goals because of that,” DeMarco said.
Breschi agreed, saying, “It’s nice to see that
it translated from practice to games.”
Hutchinson and Breschi, together with
Weezie Foster ’18, anchored the offense against
the Washington and Jefferson Presidents (4-3)
on Sunday.
Foster scored first, placing a shot in the
back of the net after driving through the Presidents’ circle. Despite a mid-game change in the
Presidents’ defensive formation, Breschi and
Hutchinson added a goal apiece in the second
half, both off of rebounds. Meanwhile, Speroff
and the rest of the Ladies’ defense held their opponents scoreless, resulting in a 3-0 Ladies win.
Following last weekend, Breschi stands two

points short of Kenyon’s career points record of
109, and one goal short of its career goals record
of 44. Breschi called breaking the records “a really exciting prospect,” and attributed her success to “working with a hard-working team.”
DeMarco said Breschi, a four-year starter,
contributes a lot on both offense and defense
and “really drives the team forward.”
That said, the Ladies’ starting corps is almost entirely underclassmen, save for Breschi.
“We have a young team, but we’re doing pretty
well,” Breschi said. Hutchinson said she thinks
the team could advance even further than it
did last year, where they lost in the first round
of the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) tournament.
The Ladies’ next contests are at home this
weekend. They’ll face two fellow NCAC teams:
Earlham College (3-2) at 11 a.m. on Saturday
and perennial powerhouse DePauw University
(4-2) at noon on Sunday.
Hutchinson said she expected the DePauw
game to be the team’s biggest challenge yet.
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Weezie Foster ’18 takes the ball up the field.

